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president’s report

a
fter multiple waves of coVid-19, 

planning and support for aips’s mis-

sion continues on numerous fronts.

aips established the suhail lari memo-

rial fund for studying sindhi culture, soci-

ety, and History in fall 2021. the fellowship 

committee subsequently made the fund’s 

first award to marvi ahmed from cornell 

university, for the project titled “contested 

frontiers: development aid, identity, and 

agrarian politics in southern pakistan.” 

aside from this project, the committee 

awarded fellowships for exciting projects 

on urban forests, the heritage of rawal-

pindi, war, mental illness, kinship, muslim jurists and bankers, and 

archaeological visualization.

in addition to funding research, aips expanded its partnerships 

with universities in pakistan. it signed a new memorandum of under-

standing (mou) with forman christian college university (fccu) 

in June. the mou will expand aips’s presence in lahore, with fccu 

agreeing to host its workshops, scholars, and administrative activi-

ties. aips also signed an mou with the institute of Business admin-

istration (iBa), for hosting workshops, scholars, and other activities. 

the institute will also renew its existing mou with the university 

of lahore in the coming months to help it develop pakistan’s first 

degree-granting program in digital Humanities.

in support of creating publishing venues for its members, aips 

received a contract from cambridge university press (cup) to es-

tablish an international journal devoted to pakistan and pakistanis. 

the journal’s title is Critical Pakistan Studies (cps) and is a joint 

effort with ceias in paris and the university of exeter. the journal 

is entirely open access. also, after five years, cup takes on the jour-

nal’s total production cost. the first editions of the new journal will 

be in 2023 in celebration of aips’s 50th anniversary. in addition to 

establishing cps, aips supported the Journal of urdu studies with 

a one-time grant.

aips focuses much time on grants. in addition to applying for 

new funding opportunities, the caorc, department of education, 

and us embassy facilitation grants require administrative attention 

and work. from these grants, aips co-sponsored conferences with 

the university of michigan, new York university, Johns Hopkins uni-

versity, and the university of pennsylvania. during summer 2022, 

the grants will support two aips workshops in pakistan: one on 

humanities curriculum development and the other on dissertation 

proposal writing. aips is also actively organizing and facilitating 

lectures by multiple members while they travel in pakistan. states-

side in madison, and during the annual conference on south asia, 

the institute plans to conduct its fourth emerging scholars in paki-

stan studies symposium.

as always, aips’s staff in islamabad and madison deserve 

high praise. nadeem akbar and laura Hammond’s hard work is 

fundamental to everything aips does. their staff (e.g., atufa Qazi, 

paige Hendricks, kimberly knaup, and others) are also critical 

to aips’s operations in the us and pakistan. congratulations to 

paige Hendricks, who won an international division staff excel-

lence award for her work on behalf of aips and the university of 

wisconsin-madison. way to go, paige! also, congratulations to rini 

Bhattacharya mehta (university of illinois, urbana-champaign) and 

michael Hirsch (Huston-tillotson university) on their election to 

aips’s executive committee. lastly, thank you to the Bot and ec 

members. their engagement and work are critical to aips’s suc-

cess and its promotion of pakistan studies. Be safe, stay well, and 

remain healthy.

all the best,

matt

Dr. Matthew A. Cook,
AIPS President
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In support of creating publishing venues 
for its members, AIPS received a contract 
from Cambridge University Press (CUP) 
to establish an international journal 
devoted to Pakistan and Pakistanis.  
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AIPS Islamabad 
Center Highlights

1. AIPS facilitated a 2-day training workshop for vice chancellors 

in collaboration with kohsar university, murree, the inter-university 

consortium for the promotion of social sciences arts and Humani-

ties (iucpss), and the Government of pakistan. the workshop was 

titled “Higher education leadership: challenges and opportunities 

during coVid times.” aips scholar dr. anita weiss (professor emeri-

tus, university of oregon, usa) presented at the forum which was 

attended by newly appointed vice chancellors of various pakistani 

universities. the workshop was held at kohsar university, murree 

from october 1-2, 2021 and discussions were held under various sub-

themes of higher education management and leadership.

 

2. Officials from the US Embassy visited the AIPS Islamabad Cen-

ter on october 6, 2021 and held a meeting with mr. nadeem akbar, 

the aips pakistan director, to discuss aips-embassy collaborations 

on various us-pakistan academic exchanges and the us speaker 

series in pakistan.

3. AIPS assisted Dr. Anita Weiss for her series of talks at sindh 

university, Jamshoro; university of peshawar; and information tech-

nology university, lahore. she discussed her research titled “local 

action, local Voices: How pakistanis Have Been Joining Hands to 

counter Violent extremism at the Grass roots.”

4. AIPS supported Dr. Vazira Zamindar (associate professor, Brown 

university, usa) for a scholarly visit to the university of pesha-

war and shaheed Benazir Bhutto women university, peshawar in 

connection with her academic field work in kpk. aside from her 

research interviews, she also interacted with faculty and doctoral 

students at both universities and discussed their ongoing research 

papers and doctoral studies while providing necessary mentoring to 

the students. the visit took place from January 11-17, 2022.

5. The Hollings Center organized an online Higher Education 

workshop titled “current and future trends in Global Higher 

education internationalization” that was held on february 16, 2022. 

mr. nadeem akbar participated in the workshop and facilitated 

the participation of selected vice chancellors and higher education 

leaders from pakistan.

6. AIPS organized virtual meetings for junior faculty in Pakistan 

which was led by dr. robert soza (professor, mesa community col-

lege), dr. paul edleman (professor, sauk Valley community college) 

and prof. farah Habib (professor, Bristol community college). the 

online session of the workshop titled “inter-disciplinary integration 

of social sciences and Humanities in pedagogy and curriculum 

development at educational institutions” was held on march 11 

and april 22, 2022 and was attended by a selected group of junior 

faculty from various universities in pakistan. these meetings were in 

preparation for the in-person workshop in may 2022. 

7. As part of the US Embassy Facilitations Grant, aips organized 

a webinar titled “navigating women’s leadership advancement in 

Higher education,” led by dr. cynthia warrick (president, stillman 

college, usa) on march 30, 2022.

 

8. AIPS facilitated roundtable talks and academic training ses-

sions for junior faculty by aips scholar dr. chad Haines (associate 

professor, arizona state university, usa) in collaboration with fc 

college university lahore (fccu) and the center for public policy 

and Governance (cppG) lahore from march 10-31, 2022.

9. Dr. Robert Soza (Professor, Mesa Community College), Dr. Paul 

Edleman (Professor, Sauk Valley Community College) and Prof. 

Farah Habib (Professor, Bristol Community College) visited mul-

tiple institutions for professional meetings and networking. these 

institutions included: university of technology, mandi Bahauddin; 

institute of applied technology, mang; national skills university, 

islamabad; and other places in and around lahore and islamabad.

Dr. Anita Weiss (center) speaking with vice chancellors 
from across Pakistan. 

Dr. Cynthia Warrick and the session moderator, Dr. Sonia Farooq 
(International Islamic University, Islamabad)
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AIPS Islamabad 
Center Highlights

10. AIPS signed a memorandum of understanding (mou) with for-

man christian college university, lahore at fccu on June 8, 2022 

for collaborations on faculty training and academic research part-

nerships. dr. douglas trimble (Vice rector, fccu) and dr. matthew 

a. cook (aips president) signed the document while mr. nadeem 

akbar, dr. sikandar Hayat (dean of social sciences, fccu), and 

other fccu colleagues witnessed the document signing. 

2022 AIPS Book Prize:
Nosheen Ali

11.  AIPS also signed an MOU with IBA Karachi on June 14, 2022 at 

iBa karachi for cooperation and collaborations in the field of social 

sciences. dr. akbar Zaid (executive director, iBa) and dr. matthew 

cook signed the document while mr. nadeem akbar and iBa col-

leagues witnessed the signing.  

“the funding provided by AIPS was vital to con-

ducting my dissertation research in Pakistan. The 

opportunity to travel back to Karachi and engage in 

further ethnographic research has been essential 

to concluding my doctoral work. The ability to focus 

on research during this period, with the support of 

AIPS, allowed for rich engagement with members 

of the TV drama and adjacent industries. The staff 

and board at AIPS have been immensely supportive, 

particularly around the uncertainties around travel 

during COVID-19.” 

— Elliot Montpellier, 2021 Short-Term Grantee

g r a n t e e  t e s t i m o n i a l
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Individual 
Grantees

AIPS Short-term research 
Grants to Pakistan 2022 
since 2012, aips has offered short-term 

research Grants to aips members, regard-

less of citizenship. this year, aips allocated 

five short-term research Grants to allow 

scholars to do preliminary or exploratory 

research in pakistan for one to three 

months. aips’s unrestricted funds support 

these awards. abstracts and final reports 

for these projects are available on the aips 

website. 

Asif Sandeelo 

institution: university of Georgia 

field: anthropology 

project title: political Bird: elite falconry, 

power politics and conservation in pakistan 

Aabiya Noman Baqai 

institution: the university of texas at austin 

field: community and regional planning 

project title: negotiating national citizen-

ship through insurgent placemaking in 

islamabad, pakistan

Javairia Shahid 

institution: columbia university 

field: architecture 

project title: canal colonies in punjab: 

labor, property, and water in colonial india 

(1842-1935) 

Sana Naeem 

institution: Harvard university 

field: anthropology 

project title: da katchero chakaray: litigat-

ing divorce in pakistan 

Syed Eisar Haider 

institution: university of notre dame 

field: sociology 

project title: local expressions, Global are-

nas: pakistani shia pilgrims in the arba’een 

pilgrimage 

AIPS Conference travel Grants 
2021-2022 
aips awards travel grants to help facilitate 

its members’ participation in international 

and domestic conferences. Grants for us 

citizens get funded through the Bureau of 

educational and cultural affairs (eca) of 

the us department of state and the council 

of american overseas research centers 

(caorc). aips’s unrestricted funds support 

non-us citizens. abstracts and final reports 

for these projects are on the aips website. 

Syeda ShahBano Ijaz 

international travel Grant 

institution: university of california, san diego 

conference name: political economy of 

international organizations 

conference dates: July 7-9, 2022 

title of paper: “moral Hazard or state 

capacity: us military assistance and politi-

cal Violence in pakistan” 

Anita Weiss 

domestic travel Grant 

institution: university of oregon 

conference name: international studies 

association 2022 annual convention 

conference dates: march 28 - april 2, 2022 

title of paper: “local actions, local Voices in 

countering Violent extremism in pakistan” 

AIPS Fellowships 2022-2023 

each year, aips awards long-term Junior 

(pre-doctoral) and senior (post-doctoral) 

fellowships, two to nine months in length. 

due to security restrictions, us citizen 

applicants applying for Junior fellowships 

must conduct their research in countries 

other than pakistan. However, non-us 

citizen applicants and us citizens who 

are senior fellows can conduct research 

in pakistan and countries other than the 

united states. funding for these fellow-

ships comes from the Bureau of educa-

tional and cultural affairs (eca) of the us 

department of state, through a grant from 

the council of american overseas research 

centers (caorc), and aips’s unrestricted 

funds. these awards are highly competi-

tive, and aips is excited to announce the 

recently awarded fellows below. all fellows’ 

abstracts and final reports are accessible 

on the aips website. 

Sohaib Khan 

institution: Yale university 

field: islamic law 

project title: translating capitalism: How 

muslim Jurists and Bankers invented sharı̄‘a 

compliance 

fellowship type: post-doctoral 

Uzma Rizvi 

institution: pratt institute of design 

field: anthropology/archaeology 

project title: laboratory for integrated 

archaeological Visualization and Heritage 

(liaVH) 

fellowship type: post-doctoral 

Shandana Waheed 

institution: stanford university  

field: anthropology 

project title: present of past: negotiat-

ing pre-partition Heritage of rawalpindi in 

post-partition pakistan 

fellowship type: pre-doctoral 

Tayeba Batool 

institution: university of pennsylvania 

field: anthropology 

project title: city of trees: urban ecologies 

of miyawaki urban forests in pakistan 

fellowship type: pre-doctoral  

Marvi Ahmed 

institution: cornell university 

field: development studies 

project title: contested frontiers: develop-

ment aid, identity, and agrarian politics in 

southern pakistan 

fellowship type: pre-doctoral 

Sanaullah Khan 

institution: Johns Hopkins university 

field: anthropology 

project title: diagnosing Biraderis: war, 

mental illness & kinship in pakistan 

fellowship type: pre-doctoral
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AIPS Conferences 
and Workshops

University of Michigan’s 11th Annual 

Pakistan Conference

location: university of michigan, usa

date: april 1, 2022

the center for south asian studies at 

the university of michigan hosted its 11th 

annual pakistan conference. this year’s 

theme was “trade networks, economy, and 

sovereignty.” the conference featured a full 

day of panels and presentations, ending 

with a keynote by dr. aditi saraf (utrecht 

university) titled, “trade artifacts: mobility, 

sovereignty, and the edges of empire.” the 

three panels sought to navigate the confer-

ence’s trade-centered theme and its political 

and economic implications. topics ranged 

from historical trade roots and conflicts to 

contemporary cross-border disputes and 

market economies. the conference was held 

in person at the university of michigan but 

was also available for virtual participants. 

this conference was supported by the us 

department of education title Vi grant, 

the american institute of pakistan studies, 

and the following units at the university of 

michigan: center for south asian stud-

ies, History, History of art, the rackham 

Graduate school, the center for middle 

eastern and north african studies, and the 

residential college.

Placing Pakistan: Space, Time and 

the Everyday

location: Virtual

dates: february 11-12, 2022

the tafsilan working Group of the universi-

ty of pennsylvania hosted its inaugural con-

ference on february 11-12, 2022. the confer-

ence, titled, “placing pakistan: space, time 

and the everyday,” brought together an 

interdisciplinary group of scholars whose 

research spans literacy, geography, cultural 

politics, gender studies, and visual cul-

ture. aips funding sponsored two keynote 

speakers, dr. shenila khoja-moolji (Bowdoin 

college) and dr. sherali tareen (franklin 

and marshall college). the keynote speak-

ers delivered enlightening talks on women’s 

cultural studies and religious minorities, 

respectively. dr. amber abbas (st. Joseph’s 

university) moderated a pedagogy round-

table that compared challenges to teaching 

between north american and pakistani 

higher-education classrooms. seventeen 

panelists were selected to present their 

research over the two-day conference. the 

event organizers noted, “the event not only 

opened fertile avenues of inquiry for our 

respective dissertation projects but also 

allowed five graduate students from penn 

and princeton to serve as discussants for 

panels related to their expertise.”  

the tafsilan working Group is “comprised 

of graduate students and early career schol-

ars interested in critiquing and expanding 

the conceptual and methodological frame-

works of scholarship on south asia.”

Community College Collaborative   

Workshop

location: lahore, pakistan

dates: may 13-15, 2022

dr. paul edleman (sauk Valley community 

college), prof. farah Habib (Bristol com-

munity college), and dr. robert soza (mesa 

community college) facilitated a workshop 

titled, “inter-disciplinary integration of so-

cial science & Humanities in pedagogy and 

curriculum development at skills Building 

educational institutions”. this professional 

development initiative, which took place 

at forman christian college, brought to-

gether us and pakistan-based faculty from 

community colleges, skills colleges, and 

universities. they developed pedagogy and 

curriculum aimed at integrating national 

and experiential understandings unique 

to how the faculty and students, both in 

pakistan and the us, engage the humani-

ties and social sciences. faculty from both 

countries worked together to develop cur-

ricula that challenged assumptions about 

pakistan and the us. this expands the field 

of pakistan studies beyond research to 

include discussions on classroom resources 

and teaching techniques relevant to com-

munity college and skills college-level 

faculty. the workshop and post-workshop 

meetings with skills colleges in pakistan 

will contribute to a growing link between 

pakistan and the us beyond the traditional 

university institutions in both nations.  

Identity and Nationhood in Pakistani 

Literature

location: Virtual

date: october 22, 2021

aips sponsored the panel “identity and 

nationhood in pakistani literature” at the 

2021 annual conference on south asia. 

the panel, organized by dr. mushtaq Bilal 

(Binghamton university) investigated the 

relationship between pakistani literature, 

nationhood, and identity by bringing to-

gether established scholars and graduate 

students working on pakistani literature. 

two of the six papers presented on the 

panel are forthcoming in academic journals.  

us scholars on the panel included dr. 

ambreen Hai, sameera abbas, dr. rajendar 

kaur, Zain mian, and mushtaq Bilal. in addi-

tion, muneeza shamsie joined virtually from 

pakistan to participate in the presentation, 

and dr. ulka anjaria served as the discussant.
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c
ongratulations to dr. nosheen 

ali for receiving the 2022 aips 

Book prize for her book titled 

Delusional States: Feeling Rule and 

Development in Pakistan’s Northern 

Frontier! the Book prize commit-

tee found the book to be “a superb 

ethnography of the nation-state. it 

advanced how the field thinks about 

the war on terror and how citizens in 

Gilgit-Baltistan negotiate and respond 

to the unique political economy cre-

ated by the us and pakistan in the 

borderlands. the book’s theoretical 

approach—with its careful working of 

affect theory and geographical focus—

is to be a crucial intervention into 

pakistan studies broadly and, signifi-

cantly, into the morass of signification 

surrounding kashmir. ali’s inclusion of 

ecological considerations in part 3 illu-

minates her book’s central argument re: 

the region’s ironic position as a ’natural 

wonder’ and a security concern. fur-

ther, the committee appreciated the 

distinctions ali makes in the types of 

belonging her ethnographic subjects 

seek: not strictly in terms of ‘muslim-

ness,’ which, in the book’s argument, 

fits too neatly into a given understand-

ing of the pakistani nation. this is an 

original, well-thought-out book, offer-

ing a novel indigenous explanation of 

the citizen-state relationship.”

2022 AIPS Book Prize
Awardee: Nosheen Ali
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Research Proposal Writing Workshop

location: lahore, pakistan

dates: June 6-7, 2022

aips president, dr. matthew a. cook (north 

carolina central university) and former aips 

at-large trustee dr. walter Hakala (univer-

sity at Buffalo, sunY) recently organized 

a workshop for lahore-area graduate stu-

dents on developing a proposal for doctoral 

research. the event, which was held at 

forman christian college university, 

included sixteen student participants from 

four institutions (forman christian college 

university, university of the punjab, Gov-

ernment college university, university of 

management and technology) representing 

english, History, pakistan studies, and politi-

cal science. it was facilitated by both dr. 

sikandar Hayat (distinguished professor of 

History and public policy and dean, faculty 

of social sciences), and the outstanding staff 

of forman christian college university. over 

the course of the one-and-a-half-day work-

shop in lahore, participants learned strate-

gies for developing compelling research 

projects, preparing formal research propos-

als, establishing productive relationships 

with faculty advisors, and navigating the 

academic and non-academic job markets.

congratulations to dr. ali for the 

well-deserved recognition, and thank 

you to all who submitted their books 

for review!

AIPS Resource 
Library

t
he american institute of pakistan studies is excited to announce the 

aips resource library (arl) — library.pakistanstudies.org — a new 

effort we’ve been working on to consolidate pakistan-related, open-

access publications and materials on one central site. our arl currently 

houses over 100 publications and is continuing to grow. to navigate the 

library, click on “Browse resources,” where all entries can be sorted by topic, 

subdiscipline, and region. if you have feedback, edits, or would like to add a 

resource to the arl, please contact aips: aips@pakistanstudies-aips.org.
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t
his year, aips Vice president, dr. iqbal singh sevea, inter-

viewed the 2021 aips Book prize awardee, dr. mubbashir 

rizvi, about his book The Ethics of Staying: Social Move-

ments and Land Rights Politics in Pakistan.

How did you become interested in the 

topic(s) addressed in the book? 

i’ve been interested in the overlooked 

history of social movements and popu-

lar struggles in pakistan for a long time. 

the scholarship on pakistan focuses 

on big personalities and on institu-

tions (whether civilian or military). Very 

few ethnographic studies center on 

people’s histories (history from below) 

in pakistan. almost every single district of pakistan has been a site 

of struggle over land, water, forest, migration, and forced dis-

placement, but we know little about these struggles. the amp’s 

struggle drew me for the same reason, especially because it defied 

the conventional understandings about the punjab and military 

rule. for those who may not know, the amp -the punjab tenants’ 

movement- represents thousands of tenant sharecroppers who are 

resisting the pakistan military’s plan to monetize, thus privatize, the 

land tenure arrangement on state-owned military farms in central 

punjab. the amp represents tenant sharecroppers who’ve been till-

ing these lands for generations and fear that they will face eviction 

once they bring these lands to the market rates. my book explores 

the historical conditions and political conjunctures that enabled 

amp to resist the military government. it required me to pay at-

tention to both the history of claim-making in these farms (and in 

central punjab) and the contradictions of military-led neoliberalism 

of the early 2000s in pakistan. 

What was the most challenging/rewarding part of researching 

for the book? 

the logistics of doing research in rural areas are always more 

complex than in cities. i couldn’t be anonymous or control my time. 

that said, i received great hospitality from amp leaders and friends 

in different villages in okara and pirowal; i tried to stay on the 

move so as not to endanger my hosts, which was a big concern at 

the beginning of my research when the military farm villages were 

still under curfew and strict surveillance, i didn’t have a base, and 

i was constantly moving from place to place. Being on the move 

allowed me to get a multifaceted understanding of amp, especially 

when the movement represented so many groups across confes-

sional, biradari, and caste lines. i made many long-lasting friend-

ships, which are definitely the most rewarding part of the research.  

2021 AIPS Book Prize Interview: 
Mubbashir Rizvi

Do you have any specific advice for emerging scholars of Paki-

stan after writing the book? 

the emerging scholarship in pakistan is very exciting, but there 

is still a lot of pressure on young scholars to answer or respond 

to very reductive questions about pakistan — or couching their 

studies in ways that help answer geopolitical questions. in the long 

run, the most valuable scholarship is the kind that is produced with 

thoughtful consideration for people and places, the work that is 

not simply extractive or essentialist but scholarship that is insight-

ful, opens up dialogue, and even collaborations.  

What’s your next project? 

my next project is on food geographies of karachi. i am interested 

in the role of produce markets, and street vendors in creating con-

ditions for coexistence in the city.  
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Critical Pakistan Studies to be published 
by Cambridge University Press 

a
ips, cambridge university press, 

the university of exeter south asia 

centre, uk, and ceias, france are 

launching a new journal, Critical Pakistan 

Studies (cps), in January of 2023. these 

organizations expect cps to become a 

major force in a significant and growing 

field of research. cps will also benefit from 

the strength of the existing cup asian 

studies journals list and books program, 

with its strong focus on south asia and 

the diaspora.

Critical Pakistan Studies will publish 

primary source interpretive social science 

and humanities research that, in addition 

to pakistan and pakistanis, tackle broader 

interdisciplinary issues (e.g., colonialism, 

nationalism, integration, marginalization, 

devotion, institutionalization, vernacu-

larism, cosmopolitanism, development, 

environment, popular culture, diaspora, 

gender, representation, and others). the 

journal’s interdisciplinary approach will 

push beyond the nation-state, security, 

islam, extremism, and other topics that 

narrowly define the study of pakistan. it 

will analyze, discuss, and seek to under-

stand the varied and multilayered contexts 

that constitute pakistan and its people 

(both past and present and in south asia 

and the wider world).

its global editorial board represents and 

supports the publication of scholarship on 

pakistan and the diaspora originating within 

pakistan itself, as well as throughout europe, 

north america, and elsewhere in asia.

the journal’s inter-
disciplinary approach 
will push beyond the 
nation-state, security, 
Islam, extremism, and 
other topics that narrowly 
define the study of 
Pakistan.

the journal’s editorial collective of 

kamran asdar ali, michel Boivin, matthew 

a. cook, and amina Yaqin assert that, “un-

til recently, pakistan studies was a small 

interdisciplinary research area. However, 

this is no longer the case and there is no 

international journal devoted to the study 

of pakistan. Critical Pakistan Studies will 

fill this gap and be the flagship publication 

in its field of study.”

ann avouris, cambridge university 

press’ Head of Journals, north america, 

said, “the press looks forward to working 

with the partnered institutions and the 

editorial team in this exciting new launch. 

we are particularly keen to bring new 

authors and readers to our program from 

pakistan itself.” 
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AIPS
Opportunities

please contact aips for more information on 

submitting a proposal for these opportunities.

AIPS Book Prize
aips solicits books (single-authored monographs, no edited vol-

umes) published during the last three years or nearly published 

books (galleys must be available) for the annual aips book prize. 

the award recipient will receive a monetary reward from aips 

($1,000). in addition, aips will recommend the manuscript for publi-

cation in pakistan with an appropriate press. publishing in pakistan is 

strongly encouraged but not a condition of the award.  

applicants in all disciplines are encouraged to apply. the deadline to 

apply is January 10, 2023.  

Institutional Membership waiver
for the first two years of membership, aips waives the institutional 

membership fee ($250) for two-year colleges and minority-serving 

institutions. representatives of these institutions serve on the Board 

of trustees, have full voting rights, and are eligible for numerous 

funding opportunities through aips. a permanent faculty member 

who is involved in pakistan studies should submit a proposal for 

affiliation. as soon as aips receives this application, the executive 

committee members will discuss and vote.

Pakistan lecture Series
the pakistan lecture series is a program designed to support 

academic exchange between pakistani and us scholars and to 

promote the field of pakistan studies. as a part of this program, a 

pakistani scholar, artist, musician, etc., is invited to travel to the us 

for two to four weeks and present lectures at a minimum of three 

aips member institutions. aips members or member institutions 

nominate pls speakers, and a three-member committee solicits 

and screens potential pls speakers. the aips executive commit-

tee and Board of trustees make the final selection and approval 

of the pls speaker, contingent upon available funds.

the trustee or member institution proposing a pls speaker 

makes initial arrangements regarding the speaker’s itinerary and 

the lectures they will present. each host institution is expected to 

provide local hospitality for the pls speaker, including accommo-

dations, meals, and local transportation.

this program is funded through grants from the council of american 

overseas research centers and the Government of pakistan.

Congratulations to Marvi Ahmed for being 

chosen as the first recipient of the Suhail 

Zaheer Lari Memorial Fellowship Fund! 

a phd candidate at cornell university, 

ahmed focuses on “exploring how the aid 

frontier is constituted, how it is experi-

enced by aid-receiving communities differ-

entiated by caste, and how new political practices and shift-

ing cultural identities of marginalized communities can raise 

questions for the pakistani state and national imaginary.”

Suhail Zaheer lari Memorial Fellowship Fund
aips and the suhail Zaheer 

lari memorial fellowship fund 

support scholars conducting 

research on sindh through our 

fellowships and short-term 

research Grants. the recipi-

ents should be pre-doctoral or 

post-doctoral scholars of south 

asia and members of aips. 

interested individuals can apply 

for this opportunity through an 

aips fellowship or aips short-

term research Grant.

suhail Zaheer lari (1936-2020) 

was a pakistani historian and 

author who focused on research 

and documentation of the 

history of the sindh region in 

southern pakistan. His family 

established this fellowship in his 

memory. the suhail Zaheer lari 

memorial fellowship fund will 

assist in broadening the study of 

sindh by providing resources to 

scholars who study the region.
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Fawzia Afzal-Khan, professor, 

montclair state university

afzal-khan, fawzia. “afghani-

stan redux: malala Yousafzai, 

white feminism and saving 

afghan women.” Counter-

punch, august 27, 2021.

afzal-khan, fawzia. “pakistan 

at the crossroads, again.” 

Counterpunch, april 16, 2021.

afzal-khan, fawzia. “decolo-

nizing James Bond.” Counter-

punch, november 3, 2021.

afzal-khan, fawzia. “after-

word: transculturalism, the 

way forward…” in Transcul-

tural Humanities in South Asia: 

Critical Essay on Literature and 

Culture, edited by waseem 

anwar and nosheen Yousaf. 

abingdon: routledge, 2022

Kamran Asdar Ali, professor, 

the university of texas at austin

ali, kamran asdar, and asad 

ali, eds. Towards a Peoples 

Histories of Pakistan: (In)

audible Voices, Forgotten 

Pasts. Bloomsbury press (uk), 

forthcoming.

derichs, claudia and kamran 

asdar ali. “the long 1960s in 

asia.” International Quarterly 

of Asian Studies 52, no. 3-4 

(2021): 173-179. 

ali, kamran asdar, tabish khair, 

and om dwedevi, eds. spe-

cial issue on partition, Journal 

of Commonwealth Literature 

(forthcoming). 

ali, kamran asdar. Surkh 

Salam: Communist Politics and 

Class Activism in Pakistan 1947-

1972 (urdu translation). karachi: 

maktab-e-danial, 2021. 

ali, kamran asdar. “dostı̄ kā 

safar: asif, karachi, and i: 

remembering asif aslam far-

rukhi (1959–2020).” Journal of 

Urdu Studies 2, no. 1 (decem-

ber 2021): 3-13.

ali, kamran asdar. review of 

Who Is a Muslim?: Oriental-

ism and Literary Populisms, by 

maryam wasif khan. Journal of 

urdu studies 2 (2021): 95-101. 

ali, kamran asdar. afterword 

to Forms of the Left in Postco-

lonial South Asia: Aesthetics, 

Networks and Connected Histo-

ries, edited by lotte Hoek and 

sanjukta sunderason. london: 

Bloomsbury press, 2021. 

ali, kamran asdar. “on female 

friendships and anger,” in 

Love, War, and Other Longings: 

Emergent Cinema in Pakistan, 

edited by Vazira Zamindar and 

asad ali. karachi: oxford uni-

versity press, 2020. 

Hina Ashraf, associate 

research professor, George-

town university

ashraf, Hina. “the ambiva-

lent role of urdu and english 

in multilingual pakistan: a 

Bourdieusian study.” Language 

Policy 21, no. 1 (march 2022): 

1-24.

Sabrin Beg, assistant profes-

sor, university of delaware

Beg, sabrin, waqas Halim, 

adrienne m. lucas, and umar 

saif. “engaging teachers with 

technology increased achieve-

ment, Bypassing teachers 

did not.” American Economic 

Journal: Economic Policy 14, no. 

2 (may 2022): 61-90. 

Beg, sabrin. “digitization and 

development: property rights 

security, and land and labor 

markets.” Journal of the Euro-

pean Economic Association 20, 

no. 1 (february 2022): 395-429. 

Beg, sabrin. “is classroom 

technology a panacea to save 

struggling school systems?” 

Pakistan Dialogues (blog). Mah-

bub ul Haq: Research Centre at 

LUMS, may 13, 2022. 

Beg, sabrin. “leveraging digi-

tization to circumvent state 

capacity constraints.” Pakistan 

Dialogues (blog). Mahbub ul 

Haq: Research Centre at LUMS, 

may 27, 2022.

Christopher Candland, profes-

sor, wellesley college

candland, christopher. The 

Islamic Welfare State: Muslim 

Charity, Human Security, and 

Government Legitimacy in Paki-

stan. cambridge: cambridge 

university press, forthcoming. 

Katherine Ewing, professor, 

columbia university

ewing, katherine p. “embodied 

metaphor: playing with Gender 

in south asian sufism.” Journal 

of the American Academy of 

Religion 89, no. 4 (december 

2021): 1256-1289.

ewing, katherine p., and rose-

mary c. corbett, eds. Modern 

Sufis and the State: The Politics 

of Islam in South Asia and 

Beyond. new York: columbia 

university press, 2020.

Sarah Halvorson, professor and 

chair, university of montana

Qureshi, Javed a., muzam-

mil khan, shehzad sikandar, 

Garee khan, naeem abbas, 

asghar khan, muhammad 

alam, rehmat karim, and sarah 

J. Halvorson. “inventory and 

Quantitative Valuation of Geo-

logical and Geomorphologi-

cal sites from Gilgit-Baltistan, 

northern pakistan.” Geoher-

itage 13, no. 4 (december 

2021): 1-15. 

orr, andrew, Bashir ahmad, 

undala alam, arivudai n. 

appadurai, Zareen p. Bharucha, 

Hester Biemans, sarah Jean 

Halvorson, et al. “knowledge 

priorities on climate change 

and water in the upper indus 

Basin: a Horizon scanning 

exercise to identify the top 100 

research Questions in social 

and natural sciences.” preprint, 

submitted in 2022.
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Shelby House, Graduate stu-

dent, university of washington

House, shelby. review of Ani-

mal Enthusiasms: Life beyond 

Cage and Leash in Rural Paki-

stan, by muhammad a. kavesh. 

South Asia: Journal of South 

Asian Studies 45, no. 2 (2022): 

394-395. 

House, shelby. review of 

Uncivil City: Ecology, Equity, 

and the Commons in Delhi, by 

amita Baviskar. South Asia: 

Journal of South Asian Studies 

44, no. 5 (2021): 1021-1022.

Syed Ali Hussain, assistant 

professor, arizona state 

university

Xiaodi, Yan, mary Bresnahan, 

Yi Zhu, and syed ali Hussain. 

“public reactions to immigra-

tion in the us: the effects 

of intergroup contact and 

political orientation.” Journal 

of Intercultural Communication 

Research 51, no. 1. (september 

2021): 42-57.

Ken LeBlond, marketing com-

munications manager, univer-

sity of massachusetts amherst

shinwari ali, rizwan, and ken 

leBlond. “combatting stereo-

types: the media’s View versus 

personal experience in pakistan 

and the united states.” ab-

Original: Journal of Indigenous 

Studies and First Nations and 

First Peoples’ Cultures 4, no. 

1-2. (december 2021): 177-182.

Tryna Lyons, independent 

scholar

lyons, tryna. “Husayn’s Hindu 

defenders.” in Non-Shia Prac-

tices of Muharram in South 

Asia and the Diaspora: Beyond 

Mourning, edited by pushkar 

sohoni and torsten tschacher, 

12-23. abingdon: routledge, 

2022.

Daniel Majchrowicz, assistant 

professor, northwestern 

university

majchrowicz, daniel. “Begum 

Hasrat mohani’s Journey to 

iraq,” in Worlds of Knowledge in 

Women’s Travel Writing edited 

by James uden. Boston, ilex: 

Harvard university press, 2022.

majchrowicz, daniel. “intro-

duction,” in A Long Way from 

Hyderabad: Diary of a Young 

Muslim Woman in 1930s Brit-

ain by muhammadi Begum; 

translated by Zehra ahmad 

and Zainab masud; edited by 

kulsoom Husein. new delhi: 

primus Books, 2022.

John Mock, professor emeritus, 

university of california, 

santa cruz

mock, John. “orality, literacy 

and scholarship: shifts in Gen-

der, Genre and performance of 

wakhi oral expression,” in Lan-

guages of Northern Pakistan: 

Essays in Memory of Carla Rad-

loff, edited by Joan l. G. Baart, 

Henrik liljegren, and thomas e. 

payne. karachi: oxford univer-

sity press, 2022. 

Beg, fazal amin, John mock, 

and mir ali wakhani. “recent 

developments in wakhi 

orthography,” in Languages of 

Northern Pakistan: Essays in 

Memory of Carla Radloff, edited 

by Joan l. G. Baart, Henrik 

liljegren, and thomas e. payne. 

karachi: oxford university 

press, 2022. 

Robert Nichols, professor, 

stockton university 

nichols, robert. “the pashtun 

Borderlands: development, 

nation, and agency 1947-55.” 

Afghanistan 4, no. 2. (october 

2021): 114-141.

Shazia Rahman, associate pro-

fessor, university of dayton

rahman, shazia. “the environ-

ment of south asia: Beyond 

postcolonial ecocriticism.” 

South Asian Review 42, no. 4 

(october 2021): 317-323.

rahman, shazia. Place and 

Postcolonial Ecofeminism: 

Pakistani Women’s Literary and 

Cinematic Fictions. lahore: 

folio Books, 2021.

Natalya Rahman & Sarah 

Thompson, phd candidates, 

stanford university

rahman, natalya, and sarah 

thompson. “roadblocks 

remain: constraints to 

women’s political participation 

in pakistan.” program on Gover-

nance and local development’s 

working paper series, univer-

sity of Gothenburg, april 2022. 

Uzma Rizvi, associate professor, 

pratt institute 

rizvi, uzma Z, ed. “community 

engagement in archaeology 

and Heritage in pakistan.” 

special issue, Journal of Com-

munity Archaeology & Heritage 

9, no. 1, (2022): 1-8. 

rizvi, uzma Z., can sucuoglu, 

and rachel daniell. “document-

ing mohenjodaro: digitization 

and Visualization of archi-

tecture, infrastructure, and 

artifacts from dk-G south.” 

Ancient India 5: (forthcoming). 

Mashal Saif, professor, 

clemson university 

saif, mashal, and amen Jaffer. 

State and Subject Formation in 

South Asia. oxford university 

press, 2022.

Rizwan Ali Shinwari, Visiting 

research fellow, university of 

massachusetts amherst

shinwari ali, rizwan. “kashmir 

dispute: emerging complexities 

after abrogation of article 370.” 

Journal of Humanities, Social, 

and Management Sciences 2, 

no. 2. (July 2021): 13-25.

shinwari ali, rizwan, “self-

determination, plebiscite and 

u.n. resolutions: a case of 

kashmir conflict” (presenta-

tion, nova southeastern uni-

versity, fl, october 2021).

SherAli Tareen, associate pro-

fessor, franklin and 

marshall college

tareen, sherali. “thinking the 

Question of religious minorities 

in colonial india: some notes on 

intra-muslim and Hindu-muslim 

encounters,” Comparative Stud-

ies of South Asia, Africa, and the 

Middle East 41, no. 3 (december 

2021): 370-377. 

Anita Weiss, professor emeritus, 

university of oregon

weiss, anita. “mobilizing to 

counter Violent extremism in 

pakistan: innovative undertak-

ings of non-state actors” in Reli-

gion, Extremism and Violence 

in South Asia, edited by imran 

ahmed, Zahid shahab ahmed, 

Howard Brasted, and shahram 

akbarzadeh. 165-184. london: 

palgrave macmillan, 2022.

AIPS Member Publications 
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AIPS 2021-22 Institutional 
Member News

diana mirza. during this first year, t.J. 

ligouri is leading the initiative as the inau-

gural postdoctoral fellow alongside Jaffer 

center director, professor mohiaddin 

mesbahi, fiu. they will be hosting a series 

of lectures and events on pakistan and 

muslim south asia. in addition, fiu hopes 

to sustain and, ideally, expand the pakistan 

studies initiative to host one or more per-

manent faculty positions and provide stu-

dent services and more courses centered 

around pakistan and muslim south asia. 

fiu hosted a lecture from Qasim Qureshi 

on november 11 for iqbal day and had 

contributions from a number of panelists 

commenting on aspects of iqbal’s thought. 

they would like to continue an annual 

iqbal day lecture as part of the initiative. 

fiu also had the assistance of a pakistani 

fulbright student, as well as the assistance 

of professor iqbal akhtar, which has been 

pivotal in building the momentum and sta-

bility of this initiative. the pakistan studies 

initiative will also feature community out-

reach efforts with local officials and local 

pakistani-americans.  

Huston-Tillotson University

Huston-tillotson university’s trustee, dr. 

michael Hirsch, was invited to keynote 

an international conference on august 17 

at fatimah Jinnah women university in 

rawalpindi. the title of the talk is “pros-

pects and challenges of Blurring Bound-

aries in the social sciences: considering 

indo-pak reconciliation, transforming pa-

triarchy and addressing Global warming.” 

dr. Hirsch’s paper, “pakistan-us research 

collaborations: past work and future 

opportunities,” was also accepted at the 

october meetings of the association of 

applied and clinical sociology.     

Michigan State University

the 14th annual muslim mental Health 

conference, sponsored by michigan state 

university department of psychiatry, Yale 

Global mental Health program, and the 

institute for muslim mental Health, was held 

march 25-26 at Yale university. this year’s 

theme was “fragilities unmasked: emerg-

ing from social isolation, social inequalities, 

and coVid.”

Dr. Farha Abbasi, Assistant 
Professor in the Department 
of Psychiatry at MSU, ad-
dresses the state of Muslim 
Mental Health in the world 
today and encourages the 
attendees to continue work-
ing to promote healing, 
community, and inclusion.

New Institutional 
Members
aips would like to welcome our three 

new institutional members for 2021-

2022! dr. michael Hirsch (Huston-

tillotson university), dr. anna stirr 

(the university of Hawai’i at mānoa), 

and dr. sabrin Beg (the university of 

delaware) will serve as aips trustees.

Ball State University 

Ball state university is working on a proj-

ect with Quaid-i-azam university (Qau) 

to develop american studies programs in 

pakistan. this project grew from an earlier 

project with the area study centre for 

africa, north and south america at Qau. 

Florida International University  

florida international university has 

started a pakistan studies initiative under 

the mohsin and fauzia Jaffer center for 

muslim world studies. this was supported 

through the benefaction of khalid and 
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and response: a situational analysis” by dr. 

furqan B. irfan of michigan state univer-

sity. “despite being a resource-constrained 

country, the government of pakistan has 

mounted a coordinated national effort using 

the best available resources. the govern-

ment is rightly focusing on 4 major areas—

surveillance, management, response, and 

coordination—in controlling the coVid-19 

pandemic in pakistan,” dr. irfan reported.   

University of Arkansas

mehreen Jamal’s dissertation, Envisioning 

a New Pakistani Home: Gender, Class, and 

Identity in Women’s Urdu Journals, 1947-

1960, was submitted in may of 2021. Jamal 

graduated with her phd in History from 

the university of arkansas and is currently 

teaching at Haas Hall academy in fayette-

ville, a highly ranked public charter school. 

 

University of California, Berkeley

the 9th annual mahomedali Habib distin-

guished lecture on pakistan was delivered 

on december 9, 2021, by sri lankan numis-

matist, historian, and archeologist, professor 

osmund Bopearachchi. prof. Bopearachchi’s 

lecture, titled, “Gandharan art revisited: 

what is new and what is next”, was an in-

depth exploration of how Gandharan artists 

depicted episodes in the life of the Buddha. 

the talk was held in conjunction with an 

exhibition co-curated by him, titled, “Beyond 

Boundaries: Buddhist art of Gandhara” fea-

tured at the Berkeley art museum & pacific 

film archive. as a part of the lecture, dr. 

Bopearachchi led a select group of guests 

on a curator’s tour of the exhibition.  

the s.s. pirzada 

dissertation prize 

in pakistan stud-

ies for 2021 was 

awarded to dr. 

amna Qayyum, a 

postdoctoral fel-

low at the Jackson 

institute for Global 

affairs, Yale university, for her dissertation 

titled, The Demographic State: Population, 

Global Biopolitics, and Decolonization in 

South Asia, c. 1947-71 (princeton university, 

2021). dr. Ghazal asif farrukhi, assistant 

professor of anthropology, lums university, 

lahore, received an Honorable mention for 

her dissertation titled, Marvi’s Sisters: Hindu 

Belonging and the Muslim State in Pakistan 

(Johns Hopkins university, 2021).

uc Berkeley is announcing the mir re-

search fellowship in urdu studies. estab-

lished with a generous contribution from 

sadia azmat & muhammad umair shaikh, 

Volunteers worked tirelessly behind the scenes to make the conference a success.

Professor Osmund Bopearachchi

Dr. Amna Qayyum

AIPS 2021-22 Institutional 
Member News

the conference focused on topics such as 

coVid-19 and mental health, suicide inter-

ventions, interpersonal violence, refugee 

mental health, islamic psychology, and 

substance use disorder. this hybrid event 

had over 150 in-person attendees and nearly 

300 virtual attendees from across the globe. 

“the unprecedented challenges of the co-

Vid-19 pandemic and the subsequent global 

lockdowns continue to unmask our fragili-

ties, long-existing social inequalities and 

have had a profound impact on society and 

our mental health as life continues to transi-

tion and shift. our knowledge of the impact 

of the pandemic is evolving, will continue 

to expand, and the lessons for how we have 

adapted need to be highlighted,” said dr. 

farha abbasi, aips trustee and founding 

director of the conference.  

the keynote speaker was dr. Juliane Ham-

mer, from the university of north carolina, 

whose topic was “working against domes-

tic Violence in muslim communities.” “as 

religious communities, our responsibility 

is to minimize any barriers facing abused 

members of our congregations and to maxi-

mize the resources that exist within our faith 

traditions,” dr. Hammer said. 

one presentation was specifically on “paki-

stan’s coVid-19 outbreak preparedness 
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both prominent business analysts from the 

Bay area and members of the institute’s 

urdu language advisory Board, this award 

provides for one or more graduate research 

awards (max: $10k) on a topic related to 

the study of urdu. eligible recipients must 

be enrolled at a campus in the university 

of california system. funds may be used 

towards flights and/or living and research 

expenses in europe and/or south asia. 

please check out southasia.berkeley.edu/

mir-fellowship for more details.

the uc Berkeley south asia artist prize for 

2022 was awarded to saba Qizilbash. Born 

in lahore and raised in abu dhabi, saba has 

a Bfa in painting from the national college 

of art, pakistan, and a master’s degree in 

art education from rhode island school of 

design. saba’s work has been showcased in 

dubai, Hong kong, san francisco, lahore, 

and karachi, including solo shows at 1x1 

Gallery (dubai), koel Gallery (karachi), 

cuadro fine art Gallery (dubai), artchowk 

(karachi), and rohtas ii Gallery (lahore). 

she has also exhibited in numerous group 

shows across the uae and abroad, including 

at aicon Gallery in new York.

University of Delaware

dr. saleem H. ali’s new book, Earthly 

Order: How Natural Laws Define Human 

Life, received endorsements from nobel 

laureate, roald Hoffman. 

the coVid-19 pandemic has brought forth 

global anxiety about linkages between the 

environment and society at a fundamental 

Saba Qizilbash

structural level. Earthly Order: How Natural 

Laws Define Human Life (oxford univer-

sity press) provides an accessible exposi-

tion of the latest foundational knowledge 

on how natural and social systems science 

can inform planetary crises. Humanity has 

either tried to conquer or capitulate to 

natural order, whereas we should be seek-

ing to understand latent structures and 

patterns that permeate all systems and 

develop an “earthly order,” that is socially 

functional and sustainable.

current debates in politics often present 

what should constitute a “world order” 

while scientists have wrestled with what 

are fundamental conditions of “natural 

order.” in his new book, university of dela-

ware’s professor saleem H. ali provides a 

readable synthesis of these debates with 

practical guidance for the public with a 

host of current examples around environ-

mental decision-making by consumers, the 

government and industry. 

nobel laureate in chemistry roald 

Hoffmann—who is also a poet—gave the 

book a resounding endorsement: “in an 

ambitious, yet eminently readable book, 

saleem ali uses a search for order as an 

organizing principle across all the scales 

of the world, from submicroscopic to the 

way human societies interact. i learned 

something on nearly every page; so will 

you, as the author draws us into an af-

firmative view of a changing, interrelated, 

and wondrous world.”

University of Hawai’i at Mānoa

the center for south asian studies at the 

university of Hawai’i at mānoa hosted their 

2022 spring symposium on april 20-22 

on the theme of “Health and community 

in south asia.” the three-day conference 

featured four keynote speakers: sienna 

craig (dartmouth college), dwai Banerjee 

(mit), susan snow wadley (syracuse uni-

versity), and shalinee kumari (mithila art-

ist). the conference was held online, with 

panel recordings posted to the csas’s 

Youtube page. 
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AIPS Member 
Highlights

Farha Abbasi

associate professor, michigan state 

university

dr. farha abbasi participated in the 

international research symposium of 

psychology: challenges in contemporary 

psychology, a mental health conference 

in pakistan. the conference was held at 

lahore Garrison university on december 

14, 2021. 

Fawzia Afzal-Khan

professor, montclair state university

dr. fawzia afzal-khan delivered the keynote 

address for international women’s day 

at the university of wisconsin-eau claire 

on march 2, 2022. the keynote was titled 

“neoliberalism, rentier capitalism and the 

precariat: women’s activisms and solidarity 

from pakistan, afghanistan, and india.”

 

Iram Naseer Ahmad

assistant professor, forman christian 

college

dr. iram naseer ahmad joined forman chris-

tian college as an assistant professor in the 

department of History & pakistan studies. 

Mohiba Ahmed

Graduate student, new York university

mohiba ahmed was awarded the falak 

sufi memorial fellowship for the year 2021. 

this fellowship is awarded annually to one 

female student from pakistan by the Grad-

uate school of arts and science of new 

York university to pursue a fully-funded 

master’s degree in near eastern studies at 

the kevorkian center. 

Iqbal Akhtar

associate professor, florida international 

university

dr. iqbal akhtar moderated the 2022 

fiu mahavir Jayanti lecture & award 

ceremony. the mahavir Jayanti lecture 

“highlighted contemporary research being 

done in pakistan to explore the country’s 

Jain heritage leading scholars.” the lecture 

and subsequent awards ceremony were 

recorded and are available on Youtube.

akhtar was also a us fulbright scholar at 

the university of management and technol-

ogy (umt) in lahore, pakistan from 2021-

2022. during this fellowship, akhtar gave 

12 course guest lectures at umt, advised 

six doctoral students, reviewed 22 pakistani 

doctoral theses as an external examiner, and 

hosted a conference on pakistani pluralism. 

above: dr. iqbal akhtar (left) and his  

fulbright mentor, prof. dr. shoaib pervez

Marta Ameri 

associate professor, colby college

dr. marta ameri was awarded tenure at 

colby college in december 2021. ameri’s 

work as an art historian and archaeolo-

gist focuses on prehistoric south asia and 

its relation to middle asia and the Gulf 

region.

Andrew Amstutz

assistant professor, university of arkansas 

at little rock

dr. andrew amstutz was a member at the 

institute for advanced study (ias) in the 

school of Historical studies at princeton 

during the fall of 2021. 

Kamran Asdar Ali

professor, university of texas

dr. kamran asdar ali was elected the Vice 

president of the association of asian stud-

ies in 2021. He will be the president of aas 

for one year, beginning late march 2022.

Ken LeBlond

marketing communications manager, uni-

versity of massachusetts amherst 

ken leBlond is the co-host/producer of a 

new podcast specifically focused on paki-

stan/us relations called “chai and coffee: 

pakistan-talks” with co-host/producer 

nuaman ishfaq mughal, a journalist based 

in islamabad. the episodes are devoted 

to interviews with both americans who 

have traveled to pakistan and pakistanis 

who have traveled to the united states. 

the conversations are informal and meant 

to challenge and break down the cultural 

stereotypes of each country to promote 

a softer image. episodes are published 

weekly and can be found on apple pod-

casts, soundcloud, spotify, and Youtube.
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Maria-Magdalena Pruss

postdoc research fellow, leibniz-Zentrum 

moderner orient

dr. maria-magdalena pruss and dr. khur-

ram Hussain (lehigh university) are 

co-organizing a panel for this year’s south 

asia conference at madison. it is titled: 

“trajectories and tensions in south asian 

islamic modernism” and is planned to take 

place on october 22, 2022.

the presenters are:

n maria-magdalena pruss (Zmo Berlin): 

european orientalism, south asian mod-

ernism and the academic study of islam in 

colonial north india

n Gregory maxwell Bruce (the univer-

sity of california, Berkeley): instruction 

embodied: the dars-e nizami in the nine-

teenth century

n sherali tareen (franklin & marshall col-

lege): encountering the ‘other’: power, 

politics, political theology

n khurram Hussain (lehigh university): 

freedom and finitude: the modernist 

reformulation of taklif in sayyid ahmad 

khan’s thought

Natalya Rahman, Sarah Thompson

phd candidates, stanford university

in 2021-22, natalya rahman and sarah 

thompson received grants from J-pal’s 

Gender and economic agency initiative 

and the international Growth center to 

study the effects of women’s mobility on 

economic participation and civic engage-

ment in pakistan. they propose to use 

this funding to run a field experiment that 

randomizes access to women’s access to 

low-interest loans for scooters. 

 SherAli Tareen

associate professor, franklin & marshall 

college

dr. sherali tareen delivered a talk in pashto 

and urdu on his book Defending Muham-

mad in Modernity for the inaugural pesha-

war literature festival. this publication was 

also selected as a finalist for the american 

academy of religion Book award. 

Continued on page 18

AIPS Member
Highlights

“I had a very productive 

and generative research 

trip to Pakistan with 

thanks largely to the grant 

provided by AIPS. It allowed 

me to conduct the research 

without which my disserta-

tion would be incomplete.” 

— Sundas Amer, 2020 Short-

Term Grantee

g r a n t e e  t e s t i m o n i a l

AIPS 2021-
22 Election 
Results 

c
ongratulations to those elected 

to the aips executive com-

mittee and Board of trustees 

in 2021-22, and thank you to all those 

who were willing to serve!

executive Committee 
Cara Cilano Secre-

tary from October 1, 

2021 to September 

30, 2024

dr. cara cilano is a 

professor of english 

and associate dean 

for undergraduate studies at michigan 

state university. she is the author of 

three books on pakistani literature and 

has edited a collection of essays on 

literary representations of september 

11, 2001, from outside the united states. 

she has also published 17 journal articles 

and book chapters. she was a fulbright 

Visiting professor of cultural studies at 

karl franzens university, Graz, austria, in 

spring 2014 and a fulbright lecturer at 

Yanka kupala university, Grodno, Belarus 

in spring 2007. in addition, dr. cilano 

served as lead-pi on a $1 million us 

department of state university part-

nerships grant (2014-2016) to link her 

previous institution with the international 

islamic university in islamabad, pakistan.
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Iftikhar Dadi Treasurer 

from October 1, 2021 to 

September 30, 2024

dr. iftikhar dadi is the 

John H. Burris professor 

in the department of 

History of art & Visual 

studies at cornell university and director of 

the cornell south asia program. He teaches 

and researches modern and contemporary 

art from a global and transnational perspec-

tive, with emphasis on questions of meth-

odology and intellectual history. another 

research interest of dr. dadi’s examines the 

film, media, and popular cultures of south 

asia, seeking to understand how emergent 

publics forge new avenues for civic partici-

pation. publications include “lahore cinema: 

Between realism and fable (university of 

washington press, forthcoming),” a pioneer-

ing scholarly examination of mid-century 

cinema from lahore; and “modernism and 

the art of muslim south asia (2010),” which 

has been widely reviewed in academic and 

art journals and received the 2010 Book 

prize from aips.

Michael Hirsch At-Large 

EC Member from Octo-

ber 1, 2021 to Septem-

ber 30, 2024

dr. michael Hirsch is 

a professor of sociol-

ogy and dean of the 

college of arts & sciences at Huston-

tillotson university. He received his ph.d. 

in sociology from the university of texas 

and received his m.a. and B.a. in sociology 

from the university of wisconsin – milwau-

kee.  He was trained as a generalist and 

has published in numerous areas, including 

drug use, program evaluation, gerontol-

ogy, expert witness testimony, the role of 

women’s education in the modern nation-

state and how people make sense of what 

they believe to be encounters with ghosts. 

dr. Hirsch was the president of the asso-

ciation of applied and clinical sociology 

in 2011 and was president of the missouri 

sociological association in 1996.  He also 

served as the mayor of fayette, missouri 

from 1998 – 2003. currently, dr. Hirsch is 

doing research on reconciliation between 

pakistan and india and the career paths of 

russian cosmonauts. 

Rini Bhattacharya Mehta 

At-Large EC Member 

from October 1, 2021 to 

September 30, 2024

dr. rini Bhattacharya 

mehta is an associate 

professor of com-

parative literature and of religion at the 

university of illinois at urbana-champaign 

and an affiliate of the national center for 

supercomputing applications. mehta works 

on the evolution and synthesis of moder-

nity; nationalism, religious revival, cinema, 

and the post-global nation state. Her book 

on indian cinema, Unruly Cinema: History, 

Politics, and Bollywood was published by 

the university of illinois press in June 2020.

she has published two co-edited antholo-

gies: “Bollywood and Globalization: indian 

popular cinema, nation, and diaspora 

(anthem press, 2010)” and “indian partition 

in literature and films: History, politics, 

aesthetics (routledge, 2014).” one of the 

recipients of the university of illinois’s first 

presidential initiative to celebrate the im-

pact of the arts and the Humanities, she is 

currently leading a digital Humanities proj-

ect on Global film History. she is currently 

an las fellow in the second discipline 

(2020-2022), studying computer science.

Board of trustees 
Maira Hayat At-Large 

BOT Member from Janu-

ary 1, 2022 to December 

31, 2024

dr. maira Hayat is an 

assistant professor of 

environment and peace 

studies at the university of notre dame. 

in 2022-23 she will be a member at the 

institute for advanced study, princeton. 

Hayat conducts research at the intersec-

tion of bureaucracy, law, and the environ-

ment, drawing on ethnographic and archival 

methods. Her first book project is based on 

her doctoral dissertation, Ecologies of Water 

Governance in Pakistan: The Colony, the Cor-

poration and the Contemporary, which won 

the 2019 s.s. pirzada annual dissertation 

prize for best dissertation on pakistan. a 

dissertation chapter, “the Gender of corrup-

tion: Bureaucrats, Bodies, and the female 

complaint in an irrigation Bureaucracy,” won 

the association for feminist anthropology’s 

2018 sylvia forman prize for outstanding 

Graduate paper. dr. Hayat’s work has been 

supported by the wenner-Gren founda-

tion, the national science foundation, and 

aips. Her publications have appeared in the 

Anthropology of Work Review, Critique of 

Anthropology, Political Geography, and the 

Journal of the Anthropological Society of 

Oxford, among others.

Gwendolyn Kirk: At-

Large BOT Member 

dr. Gwendolyn kirk is an 

assistant professor at 

lums’s mushtaq ahmad 

Gurmani school of 

Humanities and social 

sciences. dr. kirk’s research centers on 

language ideologies and popular culture in 

pakistan, and more broadly on the instan-

tiation of language and power in cultural 

forms. Her current book project addresses 

questions of language, performance, and 

aesthetics in lahore’s punjabi film industry. 

she researches and writes about pakistani 

film and television in both contemporary 

and historical perspectives, with particular 

emphasis on language, ethnicity, class, and 

gender. Her other interests include seman-

tics and performative genres in south asian 

literature as well as links between global 

politics and south asian librarianship. a 

founding member of the punjabi Boliyan 

research initiative (pBri), her work also 

addresses language shift and dialect varia-

tion in punjab. in 2020, with film scholar 

dr. Zebunnisa Hamid, she co-founded the 

open-access online journal Reel Pakistan: A 

Screen Studies Forum.

AIPS 2021-22 
Election Results 
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AIPS BoArD oF trUSteeS

arizona state university Yasmin saikia

Ball state university david roof

Boston architectural college eleni Glekas

Boston university shahla Haeri

Brown university Vazira Zamindar

clemson university archana Venkatesh

columbia university manan ahmed

cornell university iftikhar dadi

florida international university t.J. liguori

Harvard university richard H. meadow

Huston-tillotson university michael Hirsch

Johns Hopkins university Joshua t. white

loyola university chicago marcia Hermansen

massachusetts institute of technology nur sobers-khan

metropolitan state university of denver sanaa riaz

michigan state university farha abbasi

north carolina central university matthew a. cook

north carolina state university david Gilmartin

northwestern university daniel majchrowicz

princeton university david magier

sarah lawrence college shahnaz rouse

stanford university c. ryan perkins

stockton university robert nichols

syracuse university peg Hermann

tufts university kris manjapra

university of arkansas at fayetteville Joel Gordon

university of california, Berkeley munis faruqui

university of california, los angeles akhil Gupta

university of chicago laura ring

university of delaware sabrin Beg

university of Hawaii at manoa anna stirr

university of illinois at urbana-champaign rini mehta

university of michigan matthew Hull

university of north carolina at chapel Hill iqbal singh sevea

university of oregon Holly lakey

university of pennsylvania mark lycett

university of texas at austin kamran asdar ali

university of Virginia christian mcmillen

university of washington cabeiri deBergh robinson

university of wisconsin-madison J. mark kenoyer

wake forest university charles kennedy

wellesley college christopher candland

Yale university sarah khan

individual member trustee amber abbas

individual member trustee carla petievich

individual member trustee Gwendolyn kirk

individual member trustee elizabeth lhost

individual member trustee maira Hayat

individual member trustee william Glover

AIPS exeCUtIve CoMMIttee

Matthew A. Cook (President)

north carolina central university

Iqbal Singh Sevea (Vice President)

university of north carolina at chapel Hill

Iftikhar Dadi (Treasurer) 

cornell university

Cara Cilano (Secretary)

michigan state university

Rini Bhattacharya Mehta (At-Large Member)

university of illinois at urbana-champaign

Daniel Majchrowicz (At-Large Member)

northwestern university

Sanaa Riaz (At-Large Member)

metropolitan state university of denver

Michael Hirsch (At-Large Member)

Huston-tillotson university

AIPS MISSIoN StAteMeNt

the american 

institute of pakistan 

studies (aips), 

established in 1973, is 

a bi-national research 

and educational 

organization 

with a mission to 

promote academic 

study of pakistan 

in the us and to 

encourage scholarly exchange between the 

us and pakistan. to fulfill this mission, aips 

provides research fellowships to american 

researchers, administers lectureships, and 

sponsors academic conferences. it is a 501(c)

(3) tax exempt, autonomous organization 

and a member of the council of american 

overseas research centers.

thank you to Dr. Iqbal Singh Sevea, AIPS 
vice President, and AIPS staff members 
laura Hammond, Paige Hendricks,  
Connor Steinke, and ethan Hind for 
compiling and editing the newsletter.

Contact information: 
aips@pakistanstudies-aips.org  

www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/

newsletter design: Hammond design, ann arbor
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